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SETTING UP MARKETING
SOURCING AND PROCUREMENT
PROFESSIONALS FOR SUCCESS
In today’s fragmented media landscape, marketing is faced
with the challenge of allocating investments across multiple
channels, remain competitive, and gain positive return on
investment. Finding the right partner for marketing analytics
and consultancy is key to help your marketing organization
meet those challenges.
To set sourcing and procurement professionals up for success,
Gain Theory has compiled:
1.

The 9 Do’s of managing the sourcing and procurement
process for marketing analytics and consultancy. Some
helpful tips to help you get best responses from vendors.

2.

Best-in-class RFP questions that can be applied to
multiple types of solutions including market mix
modelling, multi-touch attribution and unified
measurement.

Procurement plays a significant role
in bringing on board best-in-class
partners. Based on Gain Theory’s global
experience with various procurementdriven RFIs and RFPs, and from our
procurement network, below are some
guidelines.

If you would like a digital copy of this document, please email
elisa.wong@gaintheory.com

ABOUT GAIN THEORY
Gain Theory is a global marketing foresight consultancy
built on long-term client partnerships that leverage
data, analytics, technology, and experience to optimize
marketing investments. We specialize in data-driven
business assessment and strategic development that
helps clients have the power and confidence to make
faster, smarter business decisions.
Our team is made up of agile, problem-solving, storytelling mathematicians. And we are passionate about
driving value.
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HUMAN CONTACT

If you run the procurement exercise via an
online portal, please remember the people
responding are human and really need
human interaction. Please provide a named
contact that the agencies can contact.
Completing a faceless online portal can be
demotivating for potential partners and
some may choose not to participate, which
could mean an excellent partner not bidding
for your business.
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DIRECT
CONVERSATION

Please allow each participant in the process
to speak directly to at least the main
stakeholder / pitch overseer at the beginning
of the process. There’s a good reason why
you should facilitate this. Without a direct
conversation, vendors will have to interpret
the brief themselves without any context or
explanation. You could argue that part of
the process is to see how vendors interpret
the brief, especially with advertising
and creative agencies, but the data and
analytics industry is already full of acronyms
and jargon that differs across markets and
industry sectors. This means the most likely
outcome is that some vendors will interpret
the brief differently. Procurement then ends
up with responses they can’t compare on
a like-for-like basis, providing marketing
colleagues with inconsistent options. Gain
Theory, along with others in the industry
we know of, have pulled out of RFPs before
because we were not able to speak with a
human and did not have the level of comfort
or confidence to continue in the process. This
is a great shame and a missed opportunity
for both sides.

RETENTION RATE

We would always advise to check the
customer retention rate of any consultancy
in data and analytics. Because data and
analytics are highly technical and specialist
fields, customer satisfaction and long-term
retention are a sure sign of a quality player
and critical part of the decision process.
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CHECK REFERENCES

Absolutely check references but please try
to use this as a final check in the box rather
than an initial assessment criterion. Vendors
want their customers to promote their good
work, but as a courtesy to their clients, must
protect their time and only use them if it’s
part of a final round or review.

5

STATE THE
MOTIVATION

If it’s a price driven exercise, please be
honest and state that from the outset.
There are lots of good vendors that will
want to participate, but there are others
who may feel a price driven exercise is not
best for them. To maintain goodwill and
trust with agencies, it’s best to make this
clear at the start of the process so that
vendors can make a good decision regarding
participation.
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DON’T FEIGN
KNOWLEDGE
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ELIMINATE THOSE
WITHOUT A CHANCE
Likewise, it also builds credibility and trust
between all parties if some vendors are
eliminated along the process, if they really
don’t have a chance. Why drag a vendor
throughout the entire process if it’s clear
they cannot or will not be shortlisted or win
the bid? The vendor will respect your honesty
and thank you for not wasting their time.
You can of course provide any feedback once
the entire process is closed as per the final
timeline.
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ENSURE
SUFFICIENT LEAD TIME

Please allow a minimum of four weeks for
vendors to respond to your brief, whether
it’s an RFI or RFP. There is nothing worse for
a respondent than to be presented with an
opportunity which only allows a week or two
to respond. It raises questions in the vendor’s
mind about the level of professionalism
and organization at the potential client’s
side. Ensure you give vendors due time
to thoroughly research your business and
provide the best solution possible.
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Based upon our relationship with procurement
professionals, procuring services in marketing
analytics can be daunting as the level of
knowledge around data analytics and
marketing effectiveness varies widely. Speak
up if you don’t entirely know what you are
buying. At a recent procurement event, a
CMO said that one of the key objectives for
marketing procurement is to really understand
the products being procured. Data and
analytics is not easy. Ask marketing / data
colleagues for the necessary education or
training. It’s imperative they invest in you to
get the best out of procurement. Even ask
participating vendors, if your process and rules
allow.
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DEFINE
BUSINESS OBJECTIVES

Last but no means least, it’s important for
procurement to clearly state the business and
commercial objectives of the business and
how the analytics piece plays a part in driving
the business forward. The more understanding
we have of the business context, drivers,
market forces, your vision, the better we can
understand what is really driving your agenda
and respond accordingly.
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BEST-IN-CLASS
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL:
MARKETING ANALYTICS
& CONSULTANCY

Providing and asking the right questions
will help potential partners put forward the
best solution. At Gain Theory, we believe
that in order to maximize value from
marketing investments, we must start by
understanding the business context in which
the objective exists.

INFORMATION TO
PROVIDE VENDORS

•

How is your media strategy currently
organized and what are its priorities?
Awareness, engagement, lower funnel
sales driving.

•

What channels/tactics do you currently
employ?

•

What technology partners do you
currently work with as part of your
techstack?

•

How do you intend to use the
outputs of MMM/Multi-Touch
Attribution/Unified Measurement?
i.e. Strategically, Tactically, fully
integrated with programmatic.

Your Timeframes
•

Your Organization & Background
Information
•

Provide a brief overview to your business
and why this RFP is being produced.

•

What are your biggest challenges?

•

What are your business objectives and
ambitions?

•

What has your marketing achieved so
far in the context of business objectives?

Provide a detailed timeframe for
milestones and deadlines.

Key Contacts
•

Provide contact info for those who
vendors can address questions to.

QUESTIONS TO ASK
THE VENDORS

Marketing Analytics
Philosophy, Vision & Strategy
•

What is your experience of marketing
analytics to date – both challenges and
successes.

•

What would success look like with the
ideal marketing analytics project?

•

What are the types of questions you
would like answers to?

•

Please describe the data environment in
your organization.

•

What channels are important to you
and can you prioritize them?

•

What KPI or KPIs are important to you?
How is that KPI currently captured?

•

Please provide a corporate
mission, vision or statement on
your philosophy for business.

•

What is your key point of
differentiation vs. your
competitors? Who are your
competitors?

•

Please briefly describe how your
product and service offerings
help marketers tap into the
opportunities identified above.
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BEST-IN-CLASS
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL:
MARKETING ANALYTICS
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•

What is the approach for data
consolidation and aggregation,
including the approach for validation,
methods to handle exceptions and data
housing (e.g. on premise, cloud, at
vendor)?

•

How do you normally handle missing or
imperfect data?

•

What sources of data would you use and
from where?

•

What do we need to do to help partners
get good data and to manage it
effectively? What does “great” look like?

•

Do you have access or partnerships with
any data providers?

Experience and Reputation
•

Current clients and industries
you are servicing.

•

Regarding your most valuable
[sector relevant to brand] client,
please describe your client
engagement model.

Modelling
•

What methodology do you use for
market mix modelling/multi-touch
attribution?

•

Identifying short-term impact is a
classic output of most measurement
approaches. How do you approach
measuring long-term impact, brand
impact and how do you reconcile with
short-term?

•

Marketing planning is increasingly agile.
How do you evaluate new tactics that
have been in market for less than a
year?

Resourcing
•

Current staffing structure for your
analytics division.

•

What does your global support look like?

•

Describe your account relationship
model. How do you staff and service a
US or global account?

•

Where do you have offices? What
markets can you operate in and where
do you have experience?

•

•

What resources, managerial support,
and processes would be allocated to us
(include team structure and set-up)?

What metrics are used to assess model
quality? What are your best practices to
assess model updates?

•

How do your methods account for
the impact of messaging and creative
effectiveness?

•

How do you integrate MMM and Digital
Attribution to provide a truly unified
approach to measuring and managing
ROI?

Data Management
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•

What approaches would you bring for
data management and what unique
capabilities does your firm have? Can
you provide a case study for a similar
brand?

•

What tools and technologies are
used for visualization, manipulation,
diagnostics, ETL?

Tools/Systems/Applications
•

Please describe client-facing tools/
systems you have.
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•

What is the tool
maintenance process?

Digital
•

What best practices could we
leverage for a unified measurement
approach for digital marketing? If you
have done a unified approach, can you
provide an example case overview?

•

What experience do you have with
identity management? Do you have
any partnerships in this space?

•

What partnerships do you have with
Google, Facebook and others?

Process
•

Please outline your process to go from
raw data to delivery of measurement
insights.

Please provide a masked example.
•

How do you manage transitioning
models from other companies?

•

What training do you typically provide
to specialists, general marketers and
others?

•

How are your project teams structured?
Does one team oversee the whole
process or do different teams handle
different parts of the project?

•

What transformations do you apply
to factors or variables in analytical
models?

•

How do you translate model findings to
strategic and tactical marketing change
recommendations?

•

How do you manage portability and
transfer of models should a client’s
needs change?

•

•

How do you manage ownership of the
technology on which your model
runs? Do you license it?

How do you integrate and triangulate
with other consumer tracking, pricing
and other research to tell the ‘whole
story’?

•

What is your approach for integrating
findings into our business processes?

Model Maintenance

Pricing, Contract and Measurement

•

When do models need to be updated?

•

What factors drive your pricing?

•

How should models be maintained?

•

What is your pricing approach for an
annual contract? For a 3-year contract?

•

Are there discounts in the pricing
structure for multiple markets?

•

What is the typical contract structure
for multi-year agreements? Please
also include a sample contract.

Output, Presentation
and Service Delivery
•

What does the output look like?
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